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Abstract. This paper will acquaint readers with the most significant reforms in France at the turn of the 18 th and
19th centuries, that is with the stint of chemist Jean-Antoine Chaptal (5 June 1756, Nojaret – 30 June 1832,
Paris), count of Château de Chanteloup since 1808 and French peer since 1819, as Minister of the Interior: with
the application of science into the school curriculums, the implementation of practical teaching, the mutual
cooperation of scientists, entrepreneurs, experts and students in favour of economy and with the newly founded
institutions which were meant to function as catalysts of the nascent French industrialization. The paper will
deal with the reform of the educational system during Napoleon's Consulate and with the causes of these
changes. It will also analyse thought impulses from Chaptal's youth that were influential in his later decisions as
the Minister of the Interior. His stint in the state service was very beneficial for France – he adopted many
measures for economic enhancement, implemented extensive investments in the health care and educational
system, founded the central Statistical office, decreed the foundation of a national museum at Louvre and was
also the founder and the first chairman of the Society for Encouraging National Industry (1801).
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1. Introduction
The period from the French Revolution to the reign of Napoleon Bonaparte is still the
interest of many historians. Although they have examined this quarter-century from many
perspectives, especially from a political one, there are still some areas that could complement
and be an important part of the overview of "general" history. This is the case of Jean-Antoine
Chaptal as Minister of the Interior.
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J.-A. Chaptal, a qualified chemist and a convinced physiocrat and vitalist, was trying to
transform the society in favour of all citizens and the state itself. At the beginning of the 19 th
century he started reforming a significant component of the state apparatus, the educational
system. The newly formed system had created profiled groups of citizens (farmers, engineers
and technicians, bureaucrats, entrepreneurs, soldiers and industrialists) that supported both
internal and external policies of the French state.
The aim of the paper is to describe Chaptal's methods by which he had reformed an
ossified educational system and founded a whole range of specialized schools. His procedure
could not be complete without application of science, technique and practice into the
curriculums and without backing of this system by specialized Societies that spread technical
innovations among society.
Important sources of this paper include the monograph1 and the article2 by Jeff Horn
which aptly and briefly present the French industrialization from the ancient régime until the
July Revolution in 1830. Very broad in scientific, social and political fields is Charles
Gillispie's3 work which is somewhat inconsistent and presents information about the events,
personalities and discoveries of the pre-revolutionary and Napoleonic period. The paper
draws on information from the field of History of science, technology and education and
qualitatively examines the application of reformist efforts of the Minister of the Interior
Chaptal into practice.
The future significant chemist and statesman was born in 1756 in Nojaret, southeast
France to a well-to-do family with medical background. Because of studies in Montpellier4
and Paris, he had become acquainted with ideas of physiocrats, vitalism and Masonry. The
combination of these three movements was fully manifested while controlling the Ministry of
the Interior: as a physiocrat, Chaptal considered the agricultural land and its products as
indicators of the state's wealth; as a vitalist, he regarded the society as one functional machine
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in which all components work together; and as a Freemason, he felt the urge, along with other
scientists, to transform the society and to raise a new type of citizen – a technician.5
Thanks to his contact with the James Watt family,6 he applied British technical
knowledge in France that scientists shared and were enriched by in a narrow circle of
scholars. He applied this knowledge in his business, specializing in dyeing fabrics,
vinification and producing saltpetre for the production of gunpowder.7 After the Coup of
18 Brumaire, Chaptal had become a state councillor, on 7 November 1800 he was named an
acting Minister of the Interior instead of Lucien Bonaparte and from 21 January 1801 until
7 August 1804 he was appointed Minister.8 In his remit he had "public order and health,
welfare, communications, agriculture, education, commerce, industry and the arts and
sciences," 9 thus becoming an initiator of social and economic changes in society.
First of all, it was necessary to revise the state of finances during the Consulate and the tax
collection to make any reform. After the coup d'état in November 1799, the regime struggled
with an embezzled and almost empty treasury. It contained only 167,000 francs (about 945
thousand EUR) and a debt in excess of 474 million francs (about 2.6 billion EUR).10 The new
Ministry of Finance created a group of 840 officials (eight from each département) who were
charged with collecting taxes. Every year the government was able to get 660 million francs
(about 3.7 billion EUR) thanks to the gradual increase in indirect taxes.11
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2. The Reform of the Educational System
The next task was, according to Chaptal, to reform the educational system in France
which meant the application of science into the theoretical teaching, students meeting with
experts and the implementation of practical activities at schools.12 The practise was realized
by setting up three large workshops specialized in wood working, in iron and steel making
and in making precision instruments, in which experienced manufacturers and entrepreneurs
taught novices how to handle each machine with a practical demonstration. Students in free
spinning schools were introduced to the machines in the same way.13
Hand in hand with the practice went the theory, which also underwent changes. As for the
new century, there were municipal schools for primary education, communal schools for
secondary education, newly founded lycées and special schools for professional education.
The primary education, intended only for men, consisted of reading, writing and arithmetic;
the girls learned spinning, knitting and sewing. The secondary education was composed of
Natural History, Geography, dead and live languages, planning, mechanics, mathematics and
physics. Special education that has been made available to those who have already graduated
on lyceum, included only professional training in legal, medical, chemical and technical
schools.14
Chaptal also promoted the establishment of other specialized schools: in addition to the
new mining schools, the Vocational School of Agriculture and Rural Economy and the
Vocational School of Mechanical and Chemical Crafts were linked to educational institutions
from the ancien régime.15 The School of Arts and Crafts in Compiègne reopened, the
Conservatory of Arts and Crafts, the School of Bridges and Roads, the Mining and
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d'enseignement technique en France, p. 855.
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Polytechnic School expanded, and the National Institute with the Imperial University were
established to bring together teachers from all over the country and give them degrees.16
Important for Chaptal was communication between scientists, businessmen and officials
throughout the Republic, respectively the Empire. The dissemination of industrial methods
and innovations between 1801 and 1803 was facilitated by the communal Chambers of
Commerce, the municipal Advisory Chambers of Manufactories, Factories, Arts and Crafts
and the departmental Councils of Agriculture, Arts and Commerce, all of them being superior
to the Superior Council of Commerce responsible for promoting industrial awareness and
collecting statistical data from departments.17
He also continued the tradition of his predecessor, François de Neufchâteau,18 to organize
industrial exhibitions to show the finest French products and inventions. The first European
industrial exhibition was held from 19 September to 3 October 1798. Several hundred
exhibitors competed with each other during each exhibition and the winners then received a
significant sum of money from the state, a medal for the benefit of French industry, contacts
with other manufacturers or orders for their wares.19
Jean-Antoine Chaptal was also the initiator of the most important institution for the
dissemination of industrial ideas, the Société d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale
(Society for Encouraging National Industry), which brings together bankers, landlords,
scientists, industrialists and senior officials. Chaptal held the position of chairman of the
institution until his death in 1832, in his absence he was represented by two vice-chairmen.
For the operation of the Company, each of the three hundred members paid an annual
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subscription of 36 francs (roughly 203 EUR) with the remainder of the funds being supplied
by the Ministry of the Interior.20
The constitutional meeting of 18 November 1801 set out goals which included "sending
out models, designs and descriptions of new inventions and demonstrating their functions,
distributing rewards and prizes to experts" and, last but not least, "publishing a Bulletin".21
Industry-specific bulletins and magazines were "technical magazines" and were used to
spread new discoveries. The Society published up to twelve issues a year, and this thirty-page
bulletin at the end of the year summarized all the discoveries for the year which it then made
available not only to its subscribers but also to citizens visiting libraries.22
After leaving politics, Chaptal has held the position of chief industrial expert in the newly
established Supreme Council of Manufactories and Trade since 1810, and during the Hundred
Days Empire he also headed the Ministry of Agriculture, Trade and Industry. In 1819 he
published his treatise on the nascent industry in France.23 He continued his business and, due
to a continental blockade, laid the foundations for beet sugar cultivation to make up for cane
sugar outages.24

3. Conclusion
Thanks to his beliefs, Jean-Antoine Chaptal was able to unite students, experts and
entrepreneurs to get them to work together and to establish contacts with other regions
through communal Chambers of Commerce. There was not only an exchange of technical
knowledge but also the application of practical experience, the establishment of specialized
schools, the transformation of curricula and the creation of a centralized state which, through
special institutions, in particular the Société d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale, had
20
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helped to spread industrial awareness across the Republic and, as a result, has brought up
a generation of technicians who have fully unleashed the industrial revolution in France in a
few years.
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